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POSTGAME QUOTES
G1: (2) Mississippi State vs. (3) San Diego State

Mississippi State Head Coach John Cohen Opening Statement:
“We knew coming in that we were playing a great San Diego State club, and they are a very good club. They 
could beat anybody.  The meat of their just strikes you because they can really swing it.  They take big ag-
gressive swings, and they’ve had great success.
“We were really sloppy in that second inning, and I thought moving forward we got a lot better. I thought 
Trevor (Fitts) did a great job after that inning.  He showed composure and maturity, all of those have got-
ten him through his postseason appearances through three years of college baseball.  Then we handed it to 
Miles (Gentry).
“We thought Miles was going to be a great matchup for this club, before we even played.  We knew he was 
going to be our go-to guy.  (The Aztecs) are so right hand dominant, and the way he’s been spinning it with 
great movement we felt like he was the right guy. 
“We defended well and got some timely hits, and I thought we executed pretty well outside of that second 
inning. I’m proud of our kids.”

On two-out runs: “That speaks to the maturity of our kids.  In the postseason and getting to Omaha, it 
happened a lot.  We had a ton of two-out production.  I think good clubs do that.  [Alex] Detz’s was huge.  
Obviously Jake’s [Vickerson] that drove in three was huge, but Detz’s was a big swing to get in the extra run 
there.
“I thought we put really good swings on balls that weren’t hits.  We can’t discount that as well.  We need to 
keep that approach, keep defending will and keep the ball at the bottom of the zone.  That is our recipe. I’ve 
always said, it’s not about the opponent.  It’s about beating the game.”

On Trevor Fitts limiting the damage in the second inning: “He gave up the two-spot, but he minimized there. 
It takes incredible maturity to get beyond (the strikeout and wild pitch). He showed tremendous maturity 
right there, and I thought that was the difference in the ball game.”

On the emotional swing after the four-run second: “You have two teams really fighting.  You really have to 
focus in, and you just felt in our dugout that there was some momentum.  We got the really big hit, and that 
is the way it goes sometimes in our sport. You just need something to fall your way.  All of those things are 
important to the psyche of your club.”

On Miles Gentry’s efficiency…
“He is a great matchup for that club, and his last three or four outings he has spun the ball.  The velocity is 
not the most important thing with him; it’s how hitters are engaging the pitch.  He’s been tremendous, and 
we said this guy has to pitch.”

Trevor Fitts Quotes
On the mound visit in the second inning: “(Coach Cohen) was just telling to get back into the zone.  I was all 
around it and getting deep into some at-bats.  My pitch count was getting up, and they were seeing a lot of 
pitches.  (Coach Cohen) was basically coming out there and telling me to pound the zone.”

On pitching to contract: “We went through the scouting report, and (the Aztecs) strikeouts and walks 
weren’t very high, so Coach Cohen pointed out to us that they were a very free-swinging team and like to 
swing early.  It worked for them all season, and we happened to defend it really well. 

On the emotions of the second inning: “It’s kind of crazy because I did give up two runs, but it could’ve been 
a lot worse. It’s unbelievable because we’ve scored so many runs after leaving guys on base in a big situation 
like that.”



Miles Gentry Quotes
On pitching to contract: “Our defense was unreal today.  They kept hitting them and we made plays.”

On his expectation to finish the game: “They told me not to let anybody else pitch.”

Jake Vickerson Quotes
On the second inning error and triple: “We talk about it all the time, creating the big inning.  (Alex Detz) got 
a two-out hit, and something else happens there.  (Matthew Britton) strokes a ball up the middle, and C.T. 
(Bradford) got on and we start rolling.  I just wanted the opportunity to do get it done there and help the 
team.”

On his mindset in the at-bat right after the SDSU mound visit…
“Coach pulled me to the side and told me to be ready to hit that first pitch.  The guy was coming off of four 
straight balls, and they were probably going to try and get back in the zone. He told me to be ready, and I 
was just looking for a pitch up that I could drive.”


